Checking CLP attendance

Log in to Workday
On the home screen, click on Academics in the Applications box

In the Academic Advising section, choose View My Academic Progress then the OK button

On the View My Academic Progress page, scroll down the table showing your academic requirements, and find the line for AR – Attend CLP events
The **Remaining** column shows the number of CLPs you will still need to attend in order to meet this graduation requirement.

Note: Most students are required to attend a total of 32 events, but that number may be reduced based on student circumstances, like being admitted as a transfer student or participating in a Furman travel study program.

To access more information about an individual event credit, you can click the blue line for **UNV CLP – CLP Event**.

On the **View Student Course Registration** page, you can see information about the title of the CLP event and the date the event took place.
The title of the event will appear in parentheses after CLP Event under the Section column.
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The date of the event can be found on the far right under Start Date and End Date.
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Note: The CLP records moved from our legacy system (MyFurman/Colleague) were genericized, so title and date information for CLPs prior to fall 2021 are not accurate.